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Quote:

MissVee wrote:
And by the way WH, since I haven't picked a fight - your early maya (oops! I mean poser) sucks (but I
think you're now one of the best!)
-MsV

MissVee... see that is why you don't get the boot... you don't know how to pick a fight.  You can't say
"you suck" and "your the best" in the same sentence.  sheesh... 

To whom ever wrote this.... why don't you mind your own business?  I really enjoy booting people...
and it seems that you are not man enough to log in to do the talking.

See Vee... that is how you start a fight.

But I kid.  It is a good observation and should be required reading...Plain and simple..."do not piss off
a mod!" And unlike BB... if you come in my house and shit on the rug, I will first rub your nose in it...
and then kick you out. And there would be some unpleasant things that happened between the rug
and the door.

Quote:
 nolongerlurker wrote:
As the internets most famous Lurker with no artistic talent at all. I have watched many simular events
happening here and on other sites so my only advice is unless you know both sides of the story don't
judge!

Great advise from someone that only has two comments. My only advice... stay a Lurker.  This has
nothing to do with members judging other members... it has to do with being an idiot and pissing off
the mods... and since this is our house... we are the judge and jury...and executioner.  
And... this probably isn't the place... but your (nolongerlurker) comment on BioHaz's image in the art
gallery was just plain ole being a dick.  He didn't draw it for you, so don't comment on it like he did.

-nuff said.
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